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ABOUT MARSUM
MARsum is for all those passionate souls who wish to get empowered to tap into the
massive potential of the global marketing and retail industry. As a forum which unites
marketing aficionados, retailers, and advertisers, we aim to offer a platform where
like-minded people can come together and quench their thirst for knowledge. Our 50+
speakers, who are specialists in their respective fields, will uncover strategic insights to
help you establish your position in the minds of your target audience. To satiate the
inquisitiveness of curious marketers, retailers, and advertisers, we offer unparalleled
opportunities for meaningful conversations and in-depth learning. These three days at
MARsum are for those who are yearning to explore the depths of marketing to build and
strengthen their brand.
MARsum offers a unique platform which stirs conversations between marketers, retailers,
fashion influencers, and content creators to steer discussions in the direction of
transforming marketing practices. The event will witness educational sessions and
keynotes which dive into the deepest realms of marketing. By bringing together the best
and brightest minds in the industry, we aim to provide a unique opportunity of learning,
knowledge sharing, and networking to our participants. As a result, they will sharpen their
skills and enhance their understanding of marketing.

EXHIBITOR BENEFITS
Brochure placement in delegate bags
Social media promotions
Logo placement on exhibitor's page (website and magazine)

Standard

Premium

One delegate pass included

Two delegate passes included

Table space (6ft X 2.4ft)

Extended table space (12ft X
2.4ft)

3 standees (provided by
exhibitor)
Half page ad in the conference
magazine
Basic video coverage
Booth placement in pre
defined location
Access to delegates list
(post-conference)

6 standees (provided by
exhibitor)
Full page ad in the conference
magazine
Video interview with emcee/host
Booth placement in preferred
location (subject to availability)
Access to delegates list (7 days
prior to event)
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